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Abstract

In the last several years the number of computer network attacks has increased rapidly, while at the same time the attacks have become more and more complex and sophisticated. Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) have become essential security appliances for detecting and reporting these complex and sophisticated attacks. Security officers and analysts need to analyze intrusion alerts in order to extract the underlying attack scenarios and attack intelligence. These allow taking appropriate responses and designing adequate defensive or prevention strategies. Intrusion analysis is a resource intensive, complex and expensive process for any organization.

The current generations of IDSs generate low level intrusion alerts that describe individual attack events. In addition, existing IDSs tend to generate massive amount of alerts with high rate of redundancies and false positives. Typical IDS sensors report attacks independently and are not designed to recognize attack plans or discover multistage attack scenarios. Moreover, not all the attacks executed against the target network will be detected by the IDS. False negatives, which correspond to the attacks missed by the IDS, will either make the reconstruction of the attack scenario impossible or lead to an incomplete attack scenario. Because of the above mentioned reasons, intrusion analysis is a challenging task that mainly relies on the analyst experience and requires manual investigation.

In this dissertation, we address the above mentioned challenges by proposing a new framework that allows automatic intrusion analysis and attack intelligence extraction by analyzing the alerts and attacks semantics using both machine learning and knowledge-representation approaches. Particularly, we use ontological engineering, semantic correlation, and clustering methods to design a new automated intrusion analysis framework. The proposed alert analysis approach addresses many of the gaps observed in the existing intrusion analysis techniques, and introduces when needed new metrics to measure the quality of the alerts analysis process. We evaluated experimentally our framework using different benchmark intrusion detection datasets, yielding excellent performance results.
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